The proliferation of e-commerce applications and the associated complexity and diversity of their information sources have posed many critical problems for accessing, relating, and combining data stored in these multiple, possibly heterogeneous information sources. Answering queries in e-commerce environments is a complicated problem that involves selecting the relevant information sources and generating a query plan to retrieve and combine the data automatically.
Introduction
The proliferation of e-commerce applications and the associated complexity and diversity of their information sources have posed many critical problems for accessing, relating, and combining data stored in these multiple, possibly heterogeneous information sources. Answering queries in e-commerce environments is a complicated problem that involves selecting the relevant information sources and generating a query plan to retrieve and combine the data automatically.
The traditional cost-based query optimization techniques are computationally expensive because of the high connection overheads, high computation time, financial charges, and temporary unavailability, as well as the other problems of manipulating sources with different data models, semantics, and access methods.
In this paper, we address the problem of integrating Answering Queries Using Views (and more generally Query Folding) with Semantic Query Optimization into one optimizer that uses the semantics of the database in the form of integrity constraints to support the query processing and optimization in e-commerce environments.
A mediated schema is designed. User queries are posed in terms of this mediated schema. To allow the mediator to retrieve data, each information source is wrapped by a component that translates the component database schema into a view definition defined over the global schema.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss the information mediation architecture and Web information integration strategies. Then, we present a survey of the modern solutions of the relevant query processing techniques. We illustrate the relationship between AQUV, SQO, and QF. We present a transformation of a database schema that allows us to formulate an AQUV problem as SQO problem and propose an algorithm for AQUV based on SQO. Finally, we conclude with some remarks on the work presented in this paper.
Web Information Integration Strategies
The mediation architecture, proposed by (Wiederhold 19992) constitutes the blueprint for the integration of autonomous, distributed and heterogeneous information sources. The architecture consists of three main layers. The first layer supports communication between the mediator and the application programs accessed by the mediator such as on-line database and services, proprietary legacy application, or simply Web services. This layer consists of programs, which are referred to as wrappers. The mediator l ayer is composed of two components. The first component is the specification of expert knowledge about different systems and integration paradigms. We will call this component the mediator. The second component is the query processor that interprets the mediator to answer queries. The final layer of the mediated systems consists of application specific interfaces.
Given the local schemas exported by the wrappers at the various sources and the global schema designed to give a uniform common reference to all users and applications, there are two approaches to the design of an integration solution (Friedman et al. 1999 ). The first approach, called Global As View (GAV), follows the traditional strategy developed for federated database (Sheth et al. 42) . The global view is constructed by several layers of views on the relations exported by sources. Queries are expressed in terms of the global view and are evaluated in the conventional way. GAV is strategy of Tsimmis (Garcia-Molina et al. 1997 ), or Gestalt (Ramakrishnan et al. 1998 , for instance.
The second approach, called Local As View (LAV), considers that the relations exported by the sources are materialized views defined on virtual relations in the global schema. Queries are still expressed in terms of the global schema. In order to evaluate a query, a rewriting in terms of the component schemas needs to be found: this process is called Answering Queries Using Views (AQUV). LAV is the strategy of the Information Manifold , or Infomaster .
The GAV and the LAV strategies can be qualitatively in terms of their adequacy (1) to model a particular integration situation, (2) to cope with autonomy of the sources (sources changing their exported schemas, joining or leaving the network), and their ability (3) to answer queries.
The main arguments against the GAV strategy are that (1) it may not be able to model integration situation where sources are missing to build a complete world view; (2) it may stop to offer a complete global view as some sources become unavailable or services are disrupted (Bonnet 1999) . In favor of GAV, it can be argued that most practical applications will require sufficiently simple global schema (unions) to avoid such difficulties and that there might be enough economic incentives in participating to network to convince the sources' managers to play the game. The strength of GAV is that, if the modeling is successful, (3) all queries on global schema are guaranteed to be answered, and a complete answer can be constructed.
The LAV strategy, conversely, is designed to cope with a dynamic, possibly incomplete set of sources. The counterpart of this flexibility is that all queries may not be answered or only an incomplete answer can be find. Here query processing consists of the rewriting of users' queries against views to obtain a query in terms of the world view and the subsequent attempt to answer the world view queries using the sources as materialized views. These techniques have recently been studied under the name "answering queries using views" (e.g. ) and previously as "query folding" (Qian 1996) . It can be argued in favor of LAV that in large information infrastructures such as WWW, complete answers are rarely expected or needed by the users: "better some answers than no answer".
Additional Semantic knowledge in the form of integrity constraints can be taken into account in the GAV strategy to optimize the queries to the component sources. For instance, a powerful optimization consists in identifying sources that cannot produce result participating in the answer to a given query or would produce redundant answers. As we have discussed and illustrated in (Bressan et al. 1998) , there are many very concrete examples where simple integrity knowledge about component sources can help generating more efficient query plans. The optimization process involved is called Semantic Query Optimization (SQO). In the LAV strategy additional semantic knowledge can become crucial in determining whether query can be answered using the component sources or not. The process of rewriting the query using semantic knowledge is called Answering Queries Using Views and Integrity Constrains. (AQUVIC) .
Background
Traditional projects on the integration of heterogeneous sources (e.g. Ahmed et al. 1991 , Hammer et al. 1993 focus on integrating relatively small numbers of structured databases. Most of these works resolve the semantic and schematic heterogeneity that arises upon integration. The solutions are based on semantically rich data models that are able to represent the semantic connections between the distributed data. With the growth of information repositories on the Internet, a new generation of projects (e.g. HERMES (Subramanian 1998), and TSIMMIS (Garcia-Molina et al. 1997), Information Manifold (Levy et al. 1996) ) has focused on the integration of potentially large amounts of sources that may not necessarily be structured databases (i.e. with a known schema expressed in a strictly defined data model) but a collection of ASCII files, HTML documents and forms, or data in a spreadsheet format, for instance.
An important element for the effective resolution of schematic conflicts is the availability of an appropriate support for the definition of views and the processing of queries. Given the new requirements posed by the Internet, the appropriateness of the solution will depend on how the views are defined, following GAV or LAV, the handling of limited query processing capabilities of the sources , and the definition of both cost-based (Du et al. 1992 , Zhu et al. 1994 , Adali et al. 1996 and semantic query optimization (King 1981) techniques.
Query Folding/Query Rewriting
Query folding plays an important role in the following cases: (1) the base relations referred to in a query might be stored remotely and is too expensive to access, (2) the base relations might not be available for access because of temporary network disconnection, and (3) the base relations might be conceptual relations only and not existent physically.
Query folding has applications in query optimization in centralized databases, (Chaudhuri et al. 1995) , query processing in distributed databases (Keller et al. 1994) , and query answering in federated databases , Levy et al. 1996 .
Several works have considered the problem of implementing a query processor that uses the results of materialized views ( (Yang et al. 1987 , Sellis 1988 , Stonebraker 1990 ,Chen et al. 1994 , Tsatalos et al. 1994 , Chaudhuri et al. 1995 . ) enhance the power of query folding by taking into consideration integrity constraints that are known to hold on base relations.
Semantic Query Optimization
An alternative approach to optimizing query plans generated by information mediators is to use semantic query optimization (Shenoy et al. 1989 , Chakravarthy et al. 1990 , Sun et al. 1994 . Semantic Query Optimization as described in (Chakravarthy et al. 1990) , is the process of optimizing (increasing the potential for an efficient evaluation) of database queries using the semantic information contained in the integrity constraints. The essential idea is to use semantic knowledge (such as known integrity constraints) to reformulate a query into an hopefully more efficient but semantically equivalent query. In some cases, a query may even be answered without accessing the database if sufficient knowledge is contained in the integrity constraints. For instance, a query trying to find cheaper copies book than a paperback copy may be answered immediately, there is no such copy, against a source supplying only hard-cover copies, with the knowledge that hard-covers are always more expensive than paperback. When accessing the database can not be avoided, the potential for the evaluation of a query can still be improved by the introduction or elimination of constraints. (King 1981) had identified six types of transformations that can result from the use of integrity constraints knowledge: Index Introduction, Join Elimination, Scan Reduction, Join Introduction, Detection of Unsatisifiable Conditions, and No Transformation. Chakravarthy et al. (Chakravarthy et al. 1990 ) present a method for compiling integrity constraints into residues attached to the rules (view definitions) and show how to exploit the residues in at the query optimization stage to identify opportunities for the application of one of the six preceding cases.
Answering Queries Using Views As Semantic Query Optimization
In the sequel of this paper, we try and discuss an approach that takes a SQO view of AQUV. The database schema is transformed in order to explicitly consider the external sources as materialized relations. Then the view definitions are transformed into integrity constraints on this new database schema. The process of AQUV is then described as an SQO process aiming at eliminating all literals from the global schema.
In (Bressan et al. 1999) , we have discussed some aspects of the relationship between AQUV and SQO. We have presented a transformation of an AQUV problem into a SQO problem. We have described the semantic query optimization algorithm, which answer queries using views. The algorithm is similar to the one of and is sound and complete for complete foldings for PJS-queries, PJS-views, and no integrity constraints. We illustrated that the algorithm can also apply to some situations where existing integrity constraints on the local schema are taken into account. We have not discussed the general strategy for using such constraints nor the completeness of the algorithm in this case.
Example Scenario
The simplified example in this subsection attempts to illustrate the differences and commonalties between the GAV and the LAV strategies. We use Datalog to express queries, views, and integrity constraints. The reader unfamiliar with the syntax and semantics of Datalog.
We wish to integrate the following two web services and provide a single common interface through a mediator. Service 1 is a listing of companies' corporate web-sites (e.g. http://www.nyse.com/public/listed/3c/3cix.html). It has been wrapped into a relation c(T, U, N) where T is the stock ticker of the company, i.e. its symbol in the stock exchange, U is the url of the main page of the companies' web site, and N is the name of the company. Service 2 is a listing of various timely data about the stocks of the companies (e.g. http://finance.yahoo.com). It has been wrapped into a relation s (T, L) where Ticker is the ticker of the company, and L is the last price of the stock. For the sake of this paper we will assume that both web sites list the same companies, that they use the same symbols for the stock tickers and that there are no capability issue. We also assume that the stock ticker determines the price (it is a key for s/2).
Using a GAV approach, we model our solution in the following way: a federated view w(T, N, U,L) is defined as a join of the two relations exported by the two sources:
This definition is sufficient. However, in order to allow optimized access, we may want to state explicitly additional knowledge and assumptions about the two relations. For instance (with use a right arrow for constraint in order to distinguish them from view definitions if necessary):
The 
To be consistent with the representation what was captured in the first scenario, we can explicitly express additional knowledge stating that the decomposition is loss less. More specifically, in this example, the fact that the ticker T is a key for s is a sufficient condition:
The reader may have noticed the relative duality between the view definition and the integrity constraints in the two scenarios. In the first scenario the view definition construct w as a join: in a sense, by construction s and c are a lossless decomposition of w. In the second scenario, by construction of s and c the inclusion dependencies of s and c with respect to the set of tickers must be verified by definition of the views under the Closed World Assumption.
The LAV strategy defined as a Database
For our purpose, the schema of a relation is solely defined by the name of the relation and its arity (number of attributes). As we have seen LAV models the integration situation as a database (schema) DB = (S EDB , S IDB, V,IC) where S EDB is the global schema, S IDB is the union of the local schemas, V is the set of view definition for component relation in terms of the global relation, and IC is a set of integrity constraints on the component schemas. Despite the reality of the situation in which the global schema is a set of virtual relation and the local schema is a set of materialized relation, DB = (S EDB , S IDB, V,IC) stands for database in which S EDB is the set of schemas of the relations in the extensional database, i.e. the set of stored relations, S IDB is the set of schemas of the relations in the intentional database, i.e. the set of relations defined by means of views, and V is the set of view definition ( in Datalog ∃ ).
In this section and the next, we concentrate on the simplest problem of PSJ-queries and PSJ-view definitions. Therefore we consider an initial database DB such that view definitions are conjunctive, i.e. views defined by means of a single Horn clause. We also consider conjunctive queries only: the single Horn clause defining the query is also restricted to contain literals from the extensional database in its body.
Given an instance of the extensional database I, i.e. a set of tuples for the relation S EDB, an instance of the database is defined by the minimal model of V ∪ I. An instance of database is consistent if it is a model of IC. In our case, we only need to verify that I is also a model of IC. Since, the views only are materialized, say J is the actual instance of the intensional database, an instance of the database is an instance I ∪ J such that it corresponds to the minimal model of I ∪ V, and I is consistent with IC. Notice that I may not be unique. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that designer of the integration solution has been careful and that a minimal instance is guaranteed to exist.
A dual View of Database
In order to comply with the reality of the situation in the modeling, we would need to construct a database DB" = (S IDB , S EDB, V",IC") with the same instance as DB. In ) a polynomial time algorithm is given which construct similar database (DB'" = (S IDB , S EDB, V'",0) ). However, it is also shown that, in general case, the new database is only maximally contained in the initial database DB'" = ⊂ max DB. In standard database terms, any set of view may not be loss less decomposition.
Using similar transformations as the one used in ), we construct a database DB' = (S IDB , ∪ S EDB, 0, 0, IC') If we call V the set of integrity constraints of type (2), the new database DB' = (S EDB , ∪ S IDB, 0, 0, V∪ IC ∪ V) .
We claim but do not prove that the original and transformed databases have the same instances.
An Algorithm for AQUV based on SQT
Since the two database have the same instance, we can now define AQUV as specialized SQO (SQT) process: we want to transform the query into a semantically equivalent query which uses literals from the initial intentional database or built-in literals only. Indeed, the algorithm we propose generates strong foldings, although it could easily be modified to generate partial foldings, we have restricted its output to complete foldings.
The algorithm is similar to the one in , however we highlight the relationship between this transformation and semantic query optimization as describe in (Chakravarthy et al. 1990) . Given a query of the form q(X) ← l 1 , …, l n , for each constraints whose body subsumes a subset of the body of the query, we call the head of the constraint after matching a residue. For each residue it possible either to add it to the query (query expansion or join-introduction) or is to eliminate a literal l i in the body of the query provided a certain conditions are fulfilled (query contraction or joinelimination).
The principle of the algorithm is to use the rules for expansion and the rules for contraction. Expansion of the query, or introduction of local literals, is done by using the integrity constraints corresponding directly to the view definitions. Each introduction rule is of the from B (Z) → v(Y) with Y∈ Z and B (Z) is a conjunction of literals. Intuitively, we are looking for the instances of v(Y) which are consequences of conjunction of literals in the body of the query and can be added to the query. The introduction test is the subsumption the body of the query by B (Z). Contraction of the query or elimination of redundant literals, is done by using the completion integrity constraint to perform join elimination. Each elimination rule is of the form v(Y) → B (Z) with Y∈ Z and the variables in Z Y are existentially quantified (replaced by appropriate Skolem function). Intuitively, we are looking for the literals implied by some v(Z) we have introduced. Such literals are redundant and can be eliminated. However care needs to be taken not to completely eliminate variables projected out and not to leave trace of the unified variables.
After the generation of the sets of integrity constraints used for joinintroduction (I-Rule) and join-elimination (E-Rule), respectively, the algorithm can be summarized as done in figure 1.
Input: Q: query I-Rule: set of integrity constraints E-Rule: set of integrity constraints Output: Q : transformed query for each R ∈ I-Rule for each σ such that σ(Body( R )) ⊂ Body (Q) I := I ∪ Head(σ( R )) end for end for for each L ∈ I with predicate P for each R in E-Rule(P) if ∃σ such that σ (Body( R )) = L then remove any literal matching Head (σ( R )) from Body (Q) unless this would remove a distinguished variable or leave a variable bound end for end for if Body (Q) = 0 then Q := I 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a transformation of the Answering Queries Using Views problem into a Semantic Query Optimization problem. Our focus was on query rewriting, i.e., translating a user query, which is defined over the global schema, into an equivalent query defined over the component schema. We considered the problem of finding a rewriting that uses one or more of the available views, the problem of finding partial rewriting, and finding complete rewriting, i.e., a rewriting that uses only views. We have described the semantic query transformation, which answers queries using the views and the semantics of the database in the form of integrity constraints. The algorithm is similar to the one described in . It is sound and complete for complete foldings for PSJ queries, PSJ views, and no integrity constraints.
